Manage Orders Start
to Finish

Safety & Regulatory
Compliance

Manage People
and Assets

Whether you’re managing largescale production runs or smaller ad
hoc
Just-in-time
manufacturing
orders, a Quick Base application
from MCFTech can give you that
one place to manage everything
saving you time, money, and
frustration.
From
initial
order
generation, to managing Schedules,
Materials,
Equipment
and
Resources, a Quick Base application
from MCFTech can help every step
of the way. Keep all your essential
data and documents in one place,
and always know you are looking at
the latest information.

Ensuring your organization stays
compliant
with
ever-increasing
regulations is vital to the health of your
business. These regulations come from
a variety of agencies including EPA,
DOT, FDA, OSHA, and the NLRB to
name a few. With a Quick Base
application from MCFTech, you can
easily
track
new
regulations,
manage and document steps you’ve
taken to become compliant, and
centrally store the necessary data
and documents that make an audit a
snap. Safety is important and with
Quick Base you can manage real
improvement.

Efficiently managing your people,
equipment, materials and tooling
helps make sure that you bring
together all the right resources to get
the job done at the right time. Best of
all with Quick Base you can
synchronize these processes with
your ordering, scheduling and
warehouse operations to achieve the
ultimate
in
efficiency
and
coordination. Track your utilization
and coordinate needed training and
maintenance. Have the current
status of critical resources at your
fingertips so you can quickly respond
to “real world” curve balls.

Finally, there is a solution to the age-old problem of too
many data silos resulting from too many different systems;
Quick Base. Quick Base is a Software Platform, which
means it is a great set of off-the-shelf, battle tested “No
Code” tools that let business users or IT users to rapidly
create their own custom apps to replace and connect all
those traditional data silos. Quick Base lets you work the
way YOU want to work, not asking you to conform to
“some software’s” idea of how to run your business. All
this adds up to seamless hand-offs, zero redundancy,
automatic reporting, automatic workflows, and helps you
achieve a truly LEAN organization.

Barcodes and RFID
• Label items to automated data entry
• Track the movement of materials and equipment
• Output your own labels from Quick Base

Resource Scheduler
• Schedule people, machinery, and other resources
• Assign tasks, duration, task type with ease
• View work requests and assign resources

Word Fusion
• Auto Generate formatted documents and Labels in
MS Word or PDF format
• Combine with DocuSign for full paperless workflow
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Your Toolbox is Never Full; Let MCFTech Provide the Best Tool You’ll Ever Use
It takes a lot of people, materials, tools, and equipment to complete a successful manufacturing order. Shouldn’t your
most important tool be the one to help manage it all? With Quick Base applications from MCFTech, ensure all your
processes are as lean and effective as possible. Manage your entire order lifecycle from receiving and warehousing of
raw materials through scheduling, production, and shipping. Let MCFTech help you optimize your productivity and
profitability. Best of all, with real-time Business Intelligence, keep a close eye on your KPI’s, to ensure your orders stay
on time and on budget.

Keep your Equipment
in tip top shape

Material Handling
From Receiving, to Warehousing,
to executing the movement of
raw materials, finished goods and
everything in between todays
manufacturing demands
real-time speed and accuracy.
MCFTech has perfected the use
of barcodes and RFID
technology within Quick Base
Applications that can help
get the job done right!

Equipment reliability and functionality
can make or break a production run.
With Quick Base, we can help you
not only track where your
equipment is and where it needs
to be, but also incorporate
maintenance and MRO to
ensure its working
correctly when it is used.

Document
Management

Track Your Tooling;
Track Your Savings

Spend time managing your
production, not your documents.
Use the native Quick Base
document management, or
integrate with leading solutions like
Amazon S3, Microsoft SharePoint,
Dropbox, Box, Google Drive, to
keep all your critical documents
at your fingertips.

Misplaced tools and equipment
cost millions of dollars every year
in lost productivity. Incorporate
barcode scanning on your tools.
Standardized prep tasks, and
cross contamination visibility with
a Quick Base application make
sure your tools are ready to work
when you need them.

Major Food Manufacturer uses Quick
Base to integrate their entire Operation
When manufacturing consumer goods intended for human consumption (think food) or
application (think makeup), it is imperative to maintain a perfect Chain of Custody for
any material item used within the final product. Even with material lots that have to be
split and moved around the operation, positive control and real-time location is a must.
Combine that with Equipment and Tooling needs that must take into account allergens,
specialize cleaning, etc. and you have the perfect use for Quick Base and MCFTech.
We managed all that within a large food manufacturing operation and nailed it.
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